
Cosy felt heat pad
Instructions No. 777

The soft felt cushion contains a ticking filled with cherry stones, which is simply removed for warming. The white plush cushion invites you to cuddle up.

And this is how it works 

Cut off Felt sheet a 7 cm wide strip on the long side and place the remaining Felt sheet strip upright on the work surface in front of you. Then transfer the
template with masking pen in the middle of the upper third and cut out the snowflake with small pointed scissors. Sew three buttons on one short side and cut
the matching buttonholes on the other short side 
Now fold the Felt right on right to the hotel lock. Two sides of approx. 24 cm height lie on top of each other and the rest (approx. 10 cm) lies between them.
Sew the two outer sides together and turn the resulting pillow over. Sew a matching ticking from the Pepita fabric, fill it with cherry stones and place it in the
felt cushion. You can easily remove it at any time to warm it up in the oven or microwave.
For the light-coloured cushion, cut the plush to size 100 x 43 cm and sew the short sides over. This way you get clean fabric edges that do not fray. Then fold
this fabric right sides together to form a square pillowcase and sew the outer sides together. Before you put the finished ticking into the plush cover, sew the
cut-out snowflake by hand.

Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the sewn fabric is no longer in our
range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/


This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!

Article number Article name Qty
337120 Westfalen fabric nettle nature 0.5
233910 Cherry stones 500g 1
630351 Pillow ticking 1
39161001 VBS Wooden buttons "Size Mix", 100 g 1
302920 Marker pen, Prym 1
132770 Professional - Scissors "Finny Alpha" 1
360259 Prym sewing needles No. 3-7 1
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